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Abstract The visualization of high resolution video on small mobile devices is still a great
challenge today. Most critical are the limited display resolution and different aspect ratios
of handheld mobile devices. So far, there is no retargeting algorithm available that guaran-
tees good results for all videos. We introduce a new video retargeting approach that reduces
the resolution while preserving as much of the relevant content as possible. A central com-
ponent of the system selects the most suitable algorithm to adapt a given shot. We have
implemented two retargeting algorithms: a region of interest (ROI) based technique, and a
fast implementation of seam carving for size adaptation of videos (FSCAV). The ROI-based
retargeting detects important regions like faces, objects, text, and contrast-based saliency
regions. A rectangular window within the larger frame is selected that defines the visible
area of the target video. If several relevant regions are detected, an artificial camera mo-
tion (pan, tilt, or zoom) may change the selected view within a shot. For seam carving, we
present two extensions: The first reduces the distortion of straight lines (lines may become
curved or disconnected); the second avoids jitter in the target video, limits the large memory
requirements and computational effort of seam carving, and makes it applicable to video
retargeting. In addition, we present a heuristic that estimates the visual quality of the target
video. If the quality drops below a threshold, the ROI-based retargeting is used for this shot.
User evaluations confirm a very high visual quality of our approach.

Keywords video retargeting · video adaptation · seam carving · region of interest ·
contrast-based saliency

1 Introduction

Since their introduction, TV specifications like PAL or NTSC have only been subject to
little change. They define the frame rates, the number of lines an image consists of and
how color and audio are coded on an analog channel. It might be due to their analog nature
that these specifications did not change significantly for about half a century. They define
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an aspect ratio of 4:3 which means that the screen is 4 units wide and 3 units high. In the
early nineties, an extended analog format of a 16:9 aspect ratio was introduced as PALplus.
Though the format adapts much better to the human field of vision which is significantly
wider than high, the new 16:9 format was adopted by consumers only slowly and coexisted
with 4:3 for at least another decade. Only the latest move to flat panel displays and digital
transmission yielded a breakthrough for the wider 16:9 format. In addition, the dominance
of digital over analog technology changed the settings in which video content is consumed.
While the typical situation was watching TV in the living room for a long time, within the
last decade it increasingly moved to the desktop or laptop, and even the cell-phone display,
recently. In contrast to the limited number of TV standards, a large number of cinematic
formats coexist, most of which have much wider ratios between 1.85:1 and 2.40:1.

Video retargeting aims at bringing video content which has been produced in a particular
format and for a specific platform to another one. The problem is probably best known from
the attempt to show films which have been produced in cinematic formats on a standard
4:3 TV screen: The traditional means of doing this conversion were limited and mostly
unsatisfactory. The content provider can choose to shrink the movie until its width complies
with the width of the TV screen. However, then the movie’s height can no more cover the
4:3 area so that large parts of the screen remain empty. If we want to adapt 16:9 to the PAL
standard, we need to divide both sides by four which yields 16/4:9/4 = 4:2.25. This wastes
25% of the channel’s capacity resulting in a lower resolution and noticeably less details. As
cinema movies are usually even wider than 16:9, in practice even more information is lost.

An alternative solution is to adapt the low height of the wide screen format to the TV’s
height which can be done by dividing each side by 3. 16/3:9/3 = 5 1/3:3. In this case, the
movie is too wide so that 25% of the content can not be seen. As a compromise, a factor
between 3 and 4 can be chosen which yields a moderate loss of content and a less severe loss
of channel utilization. Depending on the film, most TV stations are slightly biased towards
adapting the height because most of the relevant content takes place in the middle of the
screen, the sides are of lower importance and can thus be cropped to a certain degree.

We have not yet discussed the most obvious solution, namely scaling the content hor-
izontally and vertically by different factors. Obviously, dividing the width by 4 and the
height by 3 would convert 16:9 into 4:3. However, humans are very sensitive to changes in
the aspect ratio, particularly when observing other humans or well-known objects. While the
perception of landscape and architecture is less sensitive to stretching or shrinking, changes
of the aspect ratio of 5% and less can already result in an unnatural appearance of faces.

The modern 16:9 TV sets have the opposite problem, namely to adapt the 4:3 content.
An early solution was in fact to ignore correct proportions and to stretch the image hori-
zontally in order to meet the available width, yielding fairly broad faces and actors. Then,
manufacturers became aware of the fact that the important content usually shows up in the
middle of the screen. As a consequence they began to leave the middle part undistorted,
stretching the image increasingly towards the left and right border. As long as actors stay
centered in the middle, they appear mostly natural while the periphery of the image which
is often more abstract and of lower importance is stretched a lot. Nevertheless, the overall
appearance can benefit from this scheme. Though it is of static nature, this solution makes a
first attempt to adapt the video in a content-based way.

Another need for the adaption of video content comes from the fact, that users increas-
ingly view content on mobile devises with small displays. Displaying a soccer field does
not make much sense on the tiny display of a cell-phone. If compromises need to be made
in terms of what to display, then the respective clipping area should at least display the
most relevant content like actors’ faces, the ball in a soccer match, text, etc. This is why
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the next generation of video adaption approaches tried to find the relevant content and de-
fined a minimal enclosing rectangle around this content. Note that these rectangles can also
move over the original full video over time or can zoom in and out. This can be considered
a secondary video panning and zooming over the original content. As compared to static
clippings, these dynamic ones have much better potential to adapt to the relevant content.
However, the challenge lies in the definition of what is considered important in a video.

The latest generation of image and video adaption approaches like seam carving avoid
this problem. Basically, the technique has been known from temporal audio compression for
many years, but its extension to 2D or 3D signals, i.e. images or videos, which is also tech-
nically more demanding, has only been done recently. The so-called time-scale compression
in audio can be used, e.g., to play a voice recording back faster than real-time without alter-
ing its pitch. One of the techniques employed is to cut out parts of the audio with the least
amount of energy like the little pauses a speaker makes or slow on- or offsets of a sound
that can be shortened. Similarly, in video retargeting, rather than deciding which interesting
content to preserve, it is decided which irrelevant one to delete. As a rule of thumb, low
entropy is little meaningful for humans as well. A part of an image which contains no edges
often also contains little room for interpretation and can thus be deleted more easily in order
to shrink an image. If it needs to be expanded, pixels in these areas can be repeated without
making the changes too obvious. A technical advantage is also that the parts of the image
with the lowest entropy can be found optimally, e.g., by means of dynamic programming. In
contrast, finding the most relevant parts depends on a sometimes debatable definition of rel-
evance and even different human observers might come to differing results. However, within
this article we will also show how the combination of the content-based adaptation and the
more objective seam carving can lead to even better results.

The article is organized as follows: In the next Chapter we will introduce different video
retargeting techniques. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the video retargeting system and
describes details of the video analysis steps. The information about shot boundaries, camera
parameters, faces, text, objects, and saliency regions is the basis for the two video retargeting
algorithms described in Chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 6 focuses on the automatic selection of
a suitable retargeting algorithm, and the different retargeting algorithms are evaluated in
Chapter 7. The last chapter concludes the article and provides some outlooks.

2 Related Work

2.1 Standardization and Classification of Video Retargeting Techniques

The semantic description of the content of videos is part of the MPEG–7 and MPEG–21
standards [30, 32], and metadata is specified for the personalization and the adaptation of
videos [79, 80]. MPEG–7 also encompasses a description language for the easy exchange of
multimedia documents. Additionally, the network-based access to multimedia documents
from arbitrary devices is supported (universal multimedia access) [4, 57, 82]. Rules to
transcoding videos, a user history and individual user preferences (user preference descrip-
tion) can be stored and used for automatic adaptation.

Additional metadata is integrated into the MPEG–21 standard. A description of the
user’s device (usage environment description) is available, characterizing the display, hard-
ware and configuration of a handheld mobile device [61]. Techniques like the modeling of
user queries and user preferences are also part of MPEG–21. Individual adaptation algo-
rithms can be defined in MPEG–21 for digital elements (digital item adaptation) [31].
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Approaches for the adaptation of videos can be classified according to the following
categories:

– Location (server, proxy, client),
– Technical features (hardware, software, network capacity),
– Type of adaptation (static, dynamic),
– Layered video encoding (temporal / spatial scaling),
– Transcoding (with / without semantics), and
– Retargeting methods (discrete, continuous, hybrid).

A typical classification scheme distinguishes between server- [28, 57, 60], proxy- [24,
55] or client-based [45] adaptations. A bottleneck in the server-based approach is the CPU,
especially if many clients connect to the server simultaneously. On the other hand, the client-
based approach is unsuitable for full resolution videos due to the large amount of data to be
sent to the client for adaptation [8].

Technical features of a handheld mobile device like hardware and software configuration
define the specific parameters for video adaptation [20]. Another classification criterion is
the type of adaptation. If the complexity of the algorithm is low, an adapted video can be
computed in real-time (dynamic adaptation). Otherwise, precomputed adapted versions of a
video are stored on the server for later usage without any further processing.

Temporal and spatial scaling is supported in several video standards (e.g., MPEG–2),
where different quality levels can be stored in one video stream. The base layer uses a
minimum amount of network and CPU resources. Additional enhancement layers improve
the quality of the video step-by-step.

A transcoding algorithm modifies the format-specific parameters of a video, for ex-
ample, the color depth, resolution, frame rate, or bit rate. Semantic transcoding considers
the visual content of the video and tries to preserve the semantic content in the adapted
video [62]. Many efficient transcoding algorithms were developed for the adaptation of
videos [81]. Missing software decoders or insufficient hardware support on handheld mo-
bile devices necessitate a change of the video codec [2, 5, 11, 46]. The transcoding of videos
should keep the computational effort as low as possible and reuse data from complex calcu-
lations like estimation of motion vectors [74]. Most systems propose efficient algorithms to
transcode videos but do not consider the semantic content of the videos [27, 59, 76].

The retargeting methods – classified as discrete, continuous, or hybrid techniques – are
the focus of the following sections. We will present two retargeting methods in detail in
Chapter 4 and 5.

2.2 Image Retargeting

Resizing of images is a popular research topic at the moment with a lot of different adap-
tation techniques available. However, all of these techniques use the same basic operations
and either remove pixels from an image (discrete methods), merge the pixels of an image
(continuous methods) or combine these two operations (hybrid methods).

2.2.1 Discrete Methods

Discrete methods resize an image by the removal of pixels. Cropping is a typical example
for algorithms in this category which reduces the image size by removing image content
from the borders of an image.
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An automatic algorithm which uses cropping is presented by Suh et al. [77]. The im-
portant regions of an image, the so called Regions of Interest (ROI), are detected by either a
saliency map [33] or face detection [70, 71]. The first approach is applicable to all kinds of
images while the second one is restricted to images with humans.

A variation of the cropping approach is formulated by Santella et al. [68]. They detect
the Attention Objects (AO) of an image by using eye movement tracking and combining it
with segmentation. In a first step, the image is segmented into different regions. After that,
the algorithm combines the fixations from the eye tracking with the region information to
find out where the viewer looked. Subsequently, the AOs are identified by the lazy snapping
approach [47]. The algorithm then crops the image according to these objects and a few
basic rules of composition.

Liu et al. [52] improve upon the idea of cropping and introduce automatic image brows-
ing, where a cropping rectangle is moved over the source image to show the interesting
regions one after another. A saliency map is used to find the AOs of an image. Then, nearby
objects are grouped together to form ROIs. These ROIs are zoomed in or out to fit a rect-
angle of the target size. A path is calculated which determines the order and the length in
which the ROIs are shown. The newly introduced minimal perceptible time represents the
time needed for a user to fully perceive the shown image. Finally, the shortest path between
the centers of two ROIs is used to move the cropping rectangle between them.

Another browsing approach is presented by Liu et al. [53]. Regions are detected in the
image with image segmentation based on spatial connectivity and color features of the pix-
els. An importance factor for each region is computed according to a position factor and the
sum of its contrast set against the other regions. The order in which the regions are shown is
determined by their average importance value, starting with the highest.

In previous work, we have presented an adaptation technique for small handheld mobile
devices where we put the focus on an efficient implementation [42]. Cropping is used in
a first step to remove border regions which usually contain little relevant semantic content
(e.g., sky or grass). Attention objects like faces, text regions and contrast-based saliency
maps are identified in a second step and combined into a ROI. We proposed a semi-automatic
approach where users can mark obvious errors in the adapted images.

The previous methods reduce the size of an image by cropping entire parts of the image,
for instance at the borders. Seam carving, a technique introduced by Avidan and Shamir [1],
instead removes connected paths of pixels within the image. As it is used as one of the video
retargeting algorithms of our system, it is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

The loss of some image information is a major drawback of the discrete retargeting
methods. Their use may result in partly visible or completely missing objects. The goal is
therefore to remove the image parts containing the least valuable information.

2.2.2 Continuous Methods

Continuous methods retarget an image by merging adjacent pixels. A typical example is
scaling, where pixels are merged uniformly to change the size of an image.

A non-linear approach is presented by Liu et al. [50]. This technique emphasizes the
ROIs and uses higher scaling rates for the other parts. A combination of saliency map and
object detection is used to identify a ROI. Two methods are used for the resizing: Radial
warping or Cartesian fisheye warping. The first one places the ROI in the middle of the
target image and scales the pixels according to their position between the ROI and the image
border. The further away a pixel is from the center, the smaller it becomes. In the second
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method, the image is segmented into nine regions, and the regions are scaled based on their
position related to ROI.

Setlur et al. [72] try to preserve the ROIs in an image by cutting them out. ROIs are first
detected by a combination of segmentation based on a saliency map and face detection. If the
area containing all the ROIs fits into the target display, the image is cropped. Otherwise, the
ROIs are removed from the image and the image background is repaired with the inpainting
technique [26]. Then, the background is scaled to the target size and the ROIs are reinserted
into the image. In case the removed objects are too large to fit in, they are scaled down in
inverse proportion to their importance.

A technique not primarily designed for retargeting is introduced by Gal et al. [21]. This
method is based on warping and maps each pixel with inhomogeneous 2D texture mapping
to a new position in the target image. In the process, a 4-connected mesh with quad cells is
deformed where some pixels are maintained while others are merged to a new target pixel.
The relevance of each pixel is determined by a user generated importance map.

Another non-linear warping technique is presented by Wang et al. [84]. To guide the
mapping, the image is again divided into small regions by overlaying a mesh with quad cells.
A combination of a gradient and a saliency map is used to determine the importance of each
cell. Important cells are scaled uniformly while the others are allowed to be distorted to fit
into the target image. In order to prevent major distortions of important objects or structures,
deformation energy and grid line bending energy are introduced. An optimization function
is then minimized for the final mapping of the pixels.

Guo et al. [22] also use a mesh for their warping technique, but use triangular cells
instead of quads. They define the retargeting as a mesh parametrization problem and con-
nect the mesh with the underlying image structure. This structure is identified with saliency
map and face detection. Important objects and structures are preserved following three con-
straints: the boundary constraint, the saliency constraint, and the structure constraint.

Global energy optimization is used in the approach presented by Ren et al. [63]. Instead
of dividing the image with a mesh, each pixel is treated as an individual component. Af-
ter the importance is determined with saliency and face detection, each pixel is assigned
a new width and height. Finally, components in the same line/row are fused to form new
components.

Continuous methods work very well if an image contains unimportant regions to shift the
distortions to. If there are no such regions in an image, the result either becomes obviously
distorted or resembles scaling. A major drawback of most methods in this category is their
poor preservation of straight lines.

2.2.3 Hybrid Methods

Hybrid methods try to overcome the respective limitations of discrete and continuous meth-
ods by combining operators from both categories. A simple example would be to start crop-
ping an image based on an importance map and then switch to scaling when a certain thresh-
old is reached.

In a more complex manner, Rubinstein et al. [67] combine the three retargeting operators
scaling, cropping and seam carving. To determine which operator to be used next, a new
image similarity measurement called bi-directional warping is introduced. The retargeting
problem is formulated in a resizing space, where the operators are combined in a multi-
dimensional space. The order of the operators is found by dynamic programming and can
either be a regular path, which means each operator is used exactly once in a certain order
or a mixed path, where the operators are used as often as necessary with no particular order.
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There are also some other combinations of these retargeting operators [12–14, 23, 29]
which mainly differ in the importance measurement and the way they switch between the
operators. While some rely on the importance measure for switching [12, 23, 29], Dong et al.
present algorithms using an image distance function [13] or an operator cost-based approach
[14]. The main difficulty when using hybrid methods is to find the optimal switching point
between the operators as each viewer might prefer a different combination [67]. Also, the
limitations of an individual operators might affect the subsequent operators.

2.3 Video Retargeting

Retargeting videos is a more complex problem than image retargeting due to the additional
temporal dimension. The naive solution is using an image retargeting method on each frame
individually. This may cause jitter and other obvious distortions. As the presented methods
can be again categorized in discrete, continuous and hybrid methods, this section is struc-
tured in the same way as image retargeting.

2.3.1 Discrete Methods

Cropping is again a typical example of a discrete method. For instance, the left and the right
borders of wide-screen cinema movies are simply cropped to adapt it to television. Another
possibility is to move a cropping rectangle over the screen capturing the most important
information. This is done by El-Alfy et al. [16] to process surveillance videos in real-time.
The video stream is divided into overlapping segments and then computed independently.
In each segment, saliency is used to identify the ROIs and a trajectory for the cropping
rectangle is processed which maximizes the captured saliency.

A cropping rectangle is also used by Tao et al [78]. Under the assumption that moving
foreground objects are the most interesting content for the viewer, they choose these objects
as AOs. The algorithm then follows these objects with a cropping rectangle with the size of
the target display.

Seam carving is as well a popular method for the resizing of videos. As mentioned in
the image retargeting chapter, it will be described in more detail in a later subsection.

Analog to image retargeting, the major drawback of discrete methods for video retarget-
ing are truncated or completely missing objects. Additionally, an important object can now
move outside the screen when the algorithm is not able to catch up with the movement.

2.3.2 Continuous Methods

Scaling is once more an example for a continuous method. It is the only technique which
can be applied to each frame independently without causing distortions due to its temporal
constancy.

Wolf et al. [86] present a non-linear warping approach for videos which works in real-
time. They assign an importance value to each pixel based on saliency and face detection
and then map them into an image of the target size. The size and position of each pixel
is generated according to their importance value, where unimportant pixels are fused with
their neighbors and important pixels keep their size. For temporal coherence, each frame
additionally considers its predecessor for the mapping of the pixels.

In contrast to the previous approach, the warping algorithm introduced by Wang et
al. [85] does not work in real-time. It is an extension of the mesh-based scale-and-stretch
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technique presented in [84]. First, estimated interframe camera motion is used to align con-
secutive frames of a video. An importance map is then generated via saliency that addition-
ally takes the preceding and the succeeding frames into account for temporal coherence.
Also, distinct moving areas of objects are detected and uniformly resized to preserve object
motion. A global optimization function is minimized under spatial and temporal constraints
for the final mapping of the pixels.

The warping technique by Krähenbühl et al. [44] works again in real-time and is de-
signed for the retargeting of streaming videos. Instead of using a mesh to divide the frames
into regions, the warp is computed per-pixel. The algorithm mixes automatically detected
important regions with high level features selected by the producer. In order to preserve tem-
poral coherence, the algorithm also integrates the information of a few additional frames into
the warp. For the minimization of aliasing artifacts, a hardware accelerated EWA (elliptical
weighted average) splatting [87] is finally performed on the output frames.

A completely different technique is presented by Cheng et al. [10]. It takes the idea from
Setlur et al. [72] and extracts important objects from a video scene. The background is then
repaired with inpainting [9] and rescaled to the target size before the selected objects are
reintegrated into the video. Important objects are identified according to color, intensity and
motion. Another interesting approach is introduced by Kim et al. [35], where the frames of
a video are divided into stripes and then adaptively scaled based on an importance measure.
The video is presented as a 3D video cube to assure temporal coherence and the retargeting
is solved as a constrained optimization problem.

Continuous methods for video retargeting still have problems with the preservation of
straight lines. Also temporal consistency cannot always be guaranteed which may cause
jitter in the target video.

2.3.3 Hybrid Methods

The combination of two or more retargeting operators is also very common in video retar-
geting, where scaling is often added to an otherwise discrete method. For example, if the
video contains several relevant regions, the algorithm probably decides to show a scaled
version of the whole screen.

Such an approach can be seen in the algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [83]. Their
goal is to adapt videos to various mobile devices. The ROI of a shot is detected and then
shown in a cropping rectangle that covers it. Scaling is used to adapt the size of the cropping
rectangle to the target display or show the whole screen of the original shot if there is no
ROI identified. In this approach, the rectangle does not move within a shot.

Liu et al. [51] use a similar idea. A cropping rectangle is positioned in the frames based
on an importance map. The size of the rectangle is again adjusted to contain the most impor-
tant image regions and is additionally able to move over the screen. If no single region can
be determined as the most interesting, the whole screen is shown. The importance is mea-
sured according to saliency, motion and a system of penalties, for example for the cropping
of faces. Finally, the retargeting is solved through an optimization function.

Multi-scale trajectory optimization is proposed by Li et al. [48]. The algorithm uses the
same basic idea as before but computes several trajectories for different sized crop rectan-
gles. As the video is presented as a graph, a Max-Flow/Min-Cut algorithm is used to find
these trajectories. Finally, the trajectories are ranked according to the importance captured
in them and the best one is picked.

In our mobile cinema project [36], we have presented a video adaptation technique
where we put the focus on the preservation of foreground objects like general objects, faces
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Fig. 1 Overview of the video retargeting system.

and superimposed text. The goal is the preservation of the aspect ratio, but also to maximize
the visible information of these regions in the adapted video. Image regions are subject to
constraints to preserve a minimum perceptible size as well as a maximum reasonable size.
Solving an optimization problem (maximize the visible content) results in the parameters
for scaling and cropping [41]. To increase the amount of visible content, the selected region
may change over time by adding an artificial zoom or camera pan. An additional application
was presented, that merges spatial and temporal adaptation techniques based on foreground
objects to generate video summaries with limited screen resolutions [37].

Hybrid methods for video retargeting exhibit the same drawbacks as the respective meth-
ods for images. Additionally, the introduction of artificial pans or zooms into a video se-
quence might change the dramatic composition of a scene and may be an undesired effect.

As seen in this section, many video retargeting techniques are available today. Although
some techniques usually achieve better results than others, the content of the video to be
adapted has a great impact on the quality of the target video. In this article, we propose
an adaptation scheme that allows the selection of a suitable retargeting algorithm on shot
level. Each shot is analyzed, and based on the visual content, a specific adaptation technique
is selected. In the following, we focus on two video retargeting techniques: a ROI-based
algorithm and improved seam carving.

3 Video Analysis

3.1 System Overview

So far, there is no retargeting algorithm available that guarantees good results for all types
of video. An algorithm may show excellent results for some videos, but is unsuitable for
others. It follows that more than one technique should be considered for the adaptation of
a video. The selection of a suitable one is then a nontrivial task. We aim to automatically
derive characteristics from a video that allow the selection of a suitable adaptation algorithm.
Fig. 1 gives an overview of our video retargeting system.

The selection of an adaptation algorithm is done for each shot (continuous camera
recording). The analysis thus starts with shot boundary detection. Camera motion between
adjacent frames and object motion are then estimated. Finally regions of interest (ROI) con-
sisting of faces, text regions, moving objects, and salient features are detected.
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The information calculated in the analysis step is used to select a suitable adaptation
algorithm. As an example, cropping-based adaptation is unsuitable when important objects
are located at image borders. Seam carved videos on the other hand typically exhibit major
distortions in large objects or when the camera motion is orthogonal to the orientation of the
seams. The features computed during the analysis is later reused to adapt each shot of the
video. Finally, a low-resolution video is encoded and stored.

3.2 Shot Boundary Detection

Our shot boundary detection algorithm identifies hard cuts, fades and dissolves. Quantized
color histograms and the sum of absolute differences of corresponding histogram bins are
used to estimate the similarity of consecutive frames. A hard cut is detected if the histogram
difference is significantly larger than the maximum histogram difference in the five-frame
neighborhood of the analyzed frame.

Our detection of fade-ins and fade-outs computes the standard deviation of luminance
values for each frame. If the standard deviation decreases from frame to frame and the final
frames are close to monochrome frames, we classify the sequence as a fade-out. A dissolve
has characteristics similar to those of a fade. The standard deviation of the pixel values in
the middle of a dissolve is significantly lower than that at the beginning or end of it. We
validate the detected cuts by incorporating edge information (edge change fraction) and
camera motion [37].

3.3 Camera Motion Estimation

Image registration techniques can be used to track the image content in consecutive frames.
We use the projective camera model which requires eight parameters to describe the mo-
tion of the camera in consecutive frames. The position of each pixel (x,y) in a frame i is
transformed to a new position (x′,y′) in frame i+1:

x′ =
a11x+a12y+ tx
pxx+ pyy+1

, (1)

y′ =
a21x+a22y+ ty
pxx+ pyy+1

. (2)

Six parameters (ai j, tx, ty) define affine motion and two parameters (px, py) a change of
perspective. The parameters tx and ty correspond to a pan or tilt, and ai j specify rotation and
zoom.

To estimate the parameters of the model, point correspondences between two frames
have to be established first. A large number of techniques has been proposed to identify
characteristic feature points in images. Examples are corner detectors like Harris [25] or
SUSAN [75], or detectors that are invariant to image transformations like SIFT [54] or
SURF [3]. The latter detectors are especially advantageous in case of artificial distortions
of frames [69]. Frame rates of at least 25 fps are typical in videos that were produced for
cinema or television, leading to relatively little camera motion between consecutive frames.
We thus do not require transformation invariant features. We chose the Harris detector with
sub-pixel refinement for its good repeatability and accuracy [17].
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Fig. 2 Overview of the object recognition process.

A feature pair in two consecutive frames is considered for a correspondence check only
if the spatial distance of the features is below a predefined threshold. The visual distance
between two feature points is then defined as the sum of absolute differences in a local
window of 8×8 pixels. A greedy algorithm selects corresponding feature points by choosing
the two features with the smallest visual distance. The algorithm terminates if this distance
exceeds a threshold.

Four feature point pairs between two frames are sufficient to calculate the eight param-
eters of the camera model. We use a robust algorithm for motion estimation to cope with
false correspondences (outliers). One of the most popular techniques is the RANSAC algo-
rithm [19]. A subset of four corresponding features is randomly drawn and the parameters
of the camera model are calculated from these features. We classify features into inliers that
fit to the model and outliers. The parameters with the largest number of inliers are kept.
By repeating this step, the probability of the chosen features describing the camera motion
correctly is very high.

3.4 Object Segmentation and Classification

Moving objects provide important semantic information. If the same moving object is visible
in several frames of a shot, it should also be fully visible in the target video. The retargeting
algorithm will assign a high priority to regions containing such objects.

Our object recognition algorithm consists of two components: a segmentation module
and a classification module. This is depicted in Fig. 2.

The object segmentation starts by using the parameters of the camera motion estimation
to construct a background image for the entire shot. The center frame of a shot is selected
as a reference frame and all other frames are aligned to it. After alignment, the background
objects are always located at the same absolute pixel position. A background image without
moving foreground objects is constructed by applying a median filter to all pixels available
at one position. Fig. 3 visualizes the construction of the background image.

Fig. 4 depicts two sample frames from a shot of a historical car race and the automati-
cally constructed background image. The segmented and classified object (a car) is marked
with a bounding rectangle. An object is segmented by comparing each transformed frame
to the constructed background image. A pixel is characterized as object pixel if the absolute
difference of aligned pixels exceeds a threshold. The segmented region is validated by track-
ing position, size, aspect ratio and direction of the motion. This helps to eliminate noise and
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Fig. 3 The camera parameters are used to align the
frames of a shot. A pixel of the background image is
defined as median of all pixel values at this position.

Fig. 4 Top: Bounding box of the segmented objects.
Bottom: Example of a constructed background im-
age.

remove segmentation errors. Only objects that can be tracked for several frames of the shot
are kept for further processing.

The object classification module analyzes the segmented object masks. For each mask,
the efficient curvature scale space (CSS) method is used [40, 64] to describe its shape. CSS
is also used in MPEG-7. The CSS technique is based on curve evolution and provides a
multi-scale representation of the curvature zero crossings of a closed planar curve [58].

The closed planar curve Γ (u) = {(x(u),y(u))|u ∈ [0,1]} represents the outer shape of
the segmented object with the normalized arc length parameter u. The shape is iteratively
deformed by a Gaussian kernel g(u,σ) of width σ . The deformation of the curve is presented
by:

Γ (u,σ) = {(X(u,σ),Y (u,σ))|u ∈ [0,1]}. (3)

X(u,σ) and Y (u,σ) denote the position of the curve pixels after convolution with g(u,σ).
The curvature κ of an evolved curve is defined as:

κ(u,σ) =
Xu(u,σ) ·Yuu(u,σ)−Xuu(u,σ) ·Yu(u,σ)

(Xu(u,σ)2 +Yu(u,σ)2)3/2 , (4)

and requires the computation of the first and second derivatives of X(u,σ) and Y (u,σ).
A CSS image I(u,σ) = {(u,σ)|κ(u,σ) = 0} is a multi-scale representation of the inflection
points of Γ . Significant peaks in the CSS images represent major concave segments of the
shape. Fig. 5 shows an example of a CSS image. We use the triple (position, size, width) of
the peaks as the feature points in the CSS image to describe a shape.

A major drawback of the standard CSS approach is the inadequate representation of
convex segments of the shape. To overcome this problem, we use a two-step approach:
First, we apply the standard CSS technique to get feature vectors that characterize concave
parts of the shape. Next we create a second shape that is called mapped shape and provides
additional features for the convex segments of the original shape. To create a mapped shape,
we enclose the shape by a circle of radius R and identify the point P of the circle closest
to each shape pixel. The shape pixel is mirrored along the tangent of the circle in P. This
mapping can be understood as mirroring the shape along an enclosing circle. It guarantees
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Fig. 5 Left: Smoothed shape after 10, 60, 200 and 400 iterations. Inflection points are marked with small
dots. Right: CSS image of this shape. The numbered concave segments (red) create three significant peaks.

that strong convex segments of the original shape become concave segments of the mapped
shape.

To create the mapped shape, each shape pixel at position u of the closed planar curve
(x(u),y(u)) is mapped to a curve (x′(u),y′(u)). The center of the circle (x̄, ȳ) is calculated
as the average position of shape pixels (x̄ = 1/N ∑

N
u=1 x(u), ȳ = 1/N ∑

N
u=1 y(u)), the radius

R = maxu

{√
(x̄− x(u))2 +(ȳ− y(u))2

}
is defined so that all shape pixels are located on or

within the circle. The mapped curve is then calculated as follows:

D(u) =
√

(x̄− x(u))2 +(ȳ− y(u))2, (5)

x′(u) =
2R−D(u)

D(u)
· (x(u)− x̄)+ x̄ (6)

y′(u) =
2R−D(u)

D(u)
· (y(u)− ȳ)+ ȳ (7)

D(u) is the distance between the center of the circle and the current shape pixel. If the
position of a shape pixel and the center of the circle coincide, they cannot be mapped. If this
is the case, the shape pixel will be interpolated from adjacent shape pixels of the mapped
shape.

The matching compares the standard and the mapped CSS shape descriptors to pre-
calculated object descriptions stored in a database. The results of the matching are aggre-
gated for all frames of the shot. This adds robustness to the approach since unrecognizable
single object views occurring in the video are insignificant compared to the entire shot. A
detailed description and evaluation of the segmentation and classification algorithm can be
found in [18, 38].
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3.5 Face Detection

Persons are very important in most types of videos. Close-up views of the faces of main ac-
tors are important in feature films, whereas documentaries often feature athletes, politicians,
etc. Face areas are one of the semantic features used for specifying interesting regions in a
frame.

Rowley, Baluja and Kanade [65] have developed a famous, very reliable neural network
face detector. It detects about 90 % of the frontal faces in a video. Non-face areas (i.e., false
hits) are rare. We have implemented the face detector and trained the network with 7,500
faces. We were able to reproduce the good detection results and extended the algorithm to
detect slightly tilted faces (+/-30 degrees).

The faces are tracked within a shot. It allows us to find single skipped faces and removes
most of the false hits (mis-classified face regions). For each detected face, its position and
size in the next frame are estimated from the global camera motion. Tracking increases the
reliability of the face detection algorithm with only a small increase of computation time.

3.6 Text Recognition

Superimposed text in videos has some useful properties:

– horizontal alignment,
– significant luminance difference between text and background,
– the character size is within a certain range,
– typically monochrome text,
– text is visible in consecutive frames,
– a horizontal or vertical motion of text is possible.

Our text detection algorithm identifies candidate text regions first and validates these
regions in the following steps. It first searches the DCT coefficients of the macro-blocks for
strong vertical, horizontal and diagonal frequencies. The bounding rectangle of connected
blocks, that can be tracked through consecutive frames for at least one second, are marked
as text area.

Next the exact boundaries of the text regions are detected. The gradient magnitude of
each pixel is summed for each horizontal line of the bounding rectangle and a horizontal
projection profile is calculated (see Fig. 6). Two significant peaks of the summed values
indicate the exact position of the text line, e. g., the base and top line in a text with large
capitals. The color of the detected text is used for validation. A detailed description of the
text recognition algorithm can be found in [39].

image row

sum of absolute differences
of adjacent pixels

Fig. 6 Example of a horizontal projection profile to detect the boundaries of text lines.
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Fig. 7 From left to right: contrast map, quantized contrast map, ROI, bounding box of ROI in original image.

3.7 Regions of Interest

We use the approach presented by Ma and Zhang [56] to calculate a contrast-based saliency
map and estimate regions of interest (ROI). Their general assumption is that image regions
that are relevant for an observer have a high contrast. The contrast map of an image of size
n×m is defined as:

Ci, j = ∑
q∈Θ

d(pi, j,q) ∀i = 0, . . . ,m−1, j = 0, . . . ,n−1. (8)

Ci, j is the contrast value at pixel position (i, j), pi, j is the color of the current pixel, and
q ∈Θ is a pixel in the local neighborhood Θ of (i, j). We use the following color distance
function d derived from the Gaussian distance:

d(x,y) = 1− e
−‖x,y‖

2σ2 , (9)

where x = (x0,x1,x2) and y = (y0,y1,y2) represent the color values of two pixels in the
LUV space, and ‖x,y‖ =

√
(x0− y0)2 +(x1− y1)2 +(x2− y2)2 is the Euclidean distance

between these color values. σ defines the sensitivity of the contrast map; the neighborhood
Θ specifies whether the contrast map should highlight small details like differences of single
pixels or larger regions. The contrast map is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel to reduce noise
and to remove small holes in objects which makes clustering of high contrast values easier.

In the next step, the contrast values are quantized. Region growing is applied to the
quantized contrast map to identify regions with high saliency. In many cases, the contrast
map highlights the relevant regions and objects in an image well. This is sometimes com-
promised when applying the fuzzy growing technique presented in [56] to the contrast map.
Instead of using fuzzy growing, we implemented a color quantization technique based on
the Linde-Buzo-Gray (generalized Lloyd) algorithm [49]. The values of Ci, j are mapped
to a fixed number of new values which define the codebook. The values in the codebook
should be selected, so that the average distortion caused by the mapping is minimized. To
achieve this, the codebook must fulfill two constraints: A contrast value must be mapped to
the nearest value in the codebook, and each codeword must be the centroid of contrast values
mapped to it. By defining a fixed number of contrast values (the number of elements in the
codebook), a local minimum is estimated in an iterative way. This defines the mapping of
each pixel and results in a quantized contrast map.

Region growing is applied on the quantized contrast map to cluster similar contrast
values into a region. Regions with high contrast values define a region of interest (ROI). A
rectangular bounding box describes a ROI. Fig. 7 shows the steps to detect the region of
interest.
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4 ROI-based Video Retargeting

To achieve the spatial reduction it is possible, to either scale the frame, to crop parts or to
combine both methods. An advantage of scaling is that all parts of the full frame are still
visible. Relevant parts may be lost if a border is cropped. On the other hand it is possible that
content in a scaled frame is downscaled beyond recognition This can happen with text that is
scaled down too much. Scaling also reduces the recognizability of other content like people
or objects and many details may be lost. Non-uniform (anisotropic) scaling with changes
in the aspect ratio usually causes disturbing effects and reduces the perceived visual quality
significantly.

The following ROI-based video retargeting approach guarantees a well-balanced trade-
off between scaling and cropping: Identify the most relevant regions in each shot, crop
borders and scale the cropped frames to the target resolution. Our algorithm utilizes the
following four heuristics [41]:

– Regions with relevant semantic content should be clearly visible in the target video.
A region should not be part of the adapted video if the semantic content is no longer
recognizable due to its limited resolution. For instance, text in an image is worthless if
the character size is too small to be readable, or if characters are truncated.

– Regions without expressive content should not be visible in the target video. Dark bor-
ders (e.g., black stripes in wide screen movies) or large monochrome regions (e.g., sky)
adjoining an image border are typical irrelevant regions.

– The selected region (selected window) is scaled to the appropriate screen resolution. The
aspect ratio of the selected window should be identical to the one of the target video.

– Maximize the visible information in each frame. An artificial camera motion is inserted
if several important regions are detected. A continuous modification generates an artifi-
cial camera motion; a sudden shift of the selected window produces and artificial hard
cut.

The principle behind our approach is to select a rectangular region (window) within the
video and scale it down to its target size if necessary. The position of the selected region is
not fixed in a shot, and even artificial camera motion within a larger frame of the original
video is possible. If a person is shown in a shot, the algorithm might begin with the full
video frame and then zoom to the person or focus on the face of the person. All the important
details will still be visible in the zoomed version despite the lower resolution of the video.

Regions of interest created from high-level semantic information and contrast-based
saliency maps are extracted to enable the identification of relevant regions first (see Chap-
ter 3). Next, we estimate the position and size of the selected window within a frame, so that
the visible information, i.e. text, faces, objects, and contrast-based saliency is maximized.
To avoid jitter or jumps between consecutive frames the selected windows are aggregated at
the shot level. The window may follow a continuous motion (pan/tilt) or scaling operation
(zoom) within the larger frame of the original video. In the following, we present a detailed
description of our approach.

4.1 Importance Value of the Selected Window

Each semantic feature (text, faces, people, and moving objects) and the contrast-based
saliency region represent important information in our terms. In the following, we use the
term saliency region to specify one of these regions. For each saliency region, an importance
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value is defined that characterizes the relevance of the region. The importance value of the
selected window is defined as the sum of importance values of its saliency regions. We aim
to estimate the position and size of the selected window in a frame, such that the overall
importance value of this window is maximized in the target video. We specify the following
design goals:

– The importance value of the selected window should be maximized,
– up-sampling (enlargement) of saliency regions is not allowed, and
– the aspect ratio of the region must match the target video size.

We assume that the importance of a saliency region is proportional to the size of its
bounding box. The size of the content in the target video depends on the scaling factor,
which on the other hand depends on the size of the cropped border (a large border reduces
the amount of scaling). If the size of a saliency region drops below a certain threshold, the
information it contains is no longer relevant. E.g., text with a character size is smaller than a
certain value becomes unreadable. If this is the case, the importance value of this text region
is set to zero. A threshold defines the minimum perceptible size of each type of saliency
region. In addition to a lower threshold, an upper threshold may be required which defines a
maximum reasonable size of a saliency region. Very large text does not necessarily contain a
large amount of information. The size of the characters should thus be kept within a certain
range.

Based on these conditions, the importance value V ∈ [0;1] of a text region with height
H is defined as:

V =


Hmax

H H > Hmax,
H

Hmax
Hmin ≤ H ≤ Hmax,

0 H < Hmin.

(10)

The threshold values for the minimum perceptible size Hmin and the maximum reason-
able size Hmax define the minimum and the maximum character height. These values depend
on user preferences and the screen used to watch a video.

If parts of saliency regions in the cropped frame are no longer visible (e. g., some char-
acters in a line of text), the importance value of this region is ignored. This is considered
during the parameter estimation of the selected window in the following steps (see Equ. 12).

The importance value of the other saliency regions (faces, people, objects, contrast-
based ROI) also depends on their size. The heuristics are analogous although an upper
threshold that limits the size of an area is not required, and the importance value is pro-
portional to its size. Note that it is never allowed to upscale (zoom-in) the spatial resolution
of a video. As with text areas, the importance value is also set to zero for partly visible
saliency regions. Fig. 8 (left) shows an example containing three automatically detected
saliency regions (contrast-based saliency was not used in this example).

4.2 Parameter Estimation of the Selected Window

The summarized importance value V (W ) of the selected window W aggregates the impor-
tance values Vi of all saliency regions Si that are contained entirely in the selected window:
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selection of one saliency region

combination of two saliency regions

three regions full frame

Fig. 8 Sample frame of a historical video with three automatically detected saliency regions. Eight possible
combinations of these regions are analyzed in order to find the selected window that maximizes the impor-
tance value.

V (W ) = ∑
i

αi ·Li(W ) ·Vi, (11)

Li(W ) =

{
1 Si ∈W,

0 else.
(12)

The factors αi are weights for certain types of saliency regions to model the increased
importance of for example faces in an image. The binary variable Li(W ) signalizes whether
the saliency region i is entirely included in the selected window W . We have implemented a
fast algorithm that calculates the maximum of V (W ) and detects the size and position of the
optimal selected window W ∗:

W ∗ = argmax
W
{V (W )} . (13)

Each border of the optimized selected window must match a border of at least one of the
detected saliency regions so that this region is inside the selection. If the window includes
only a part of a saliency region, the importance value of this region is set to zero and does not
increase V (W ) anyway. On the other hand, a higher scaling factor is required if the size of
the selected window increases, leading to a decrease of the importance values of all saliency
regions within the window and V (W ) is not maximized.

Based on these observations, it is easy to calculate the best position and size of a selected
window: All combinations of saliency regions are tested. The current selected window is
defined as the bounding box of the chosen regions. The full frame is used if no saliency
region is selected. The importance value V (W ) is calculated after scaling window to its
target size; the position and size of the optimal selected window W ∗ and its value V (W ∗) are
stored.

A large number of saliency regions entails a significant increase in the computational
effort. The complexity to estimate the parameters of the selected window is O(2N), where
N is the number of saliency regions in a frame. Since the number of saliency regions in
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real video is usually rather low, this complexity does not constitute a problem. In the rare
event that many saliency regions are detected in a frame, only the largest eight regions are
considered. Usually, the aspect ratios of the selected window and the target video do not
match. To fix this, the height or width of the selection is enlarged until the ratios fit.

An example for the combination of the saliency regions is shown on the right side of
Fig. 8. In the top row, the selected windows contain one saliency region, the windows in the
middle combine two, and the ones at the bottom all three saliency regions. Without cropping
the borders (example on the lower right), it is difficult to read the text. The importance value
of the selected window correlates well with the visual quality, and the combination of scaling
and cropping produces significantly better results than scaling alone.

4.3 Aggregation of Selected Windows

Although we have calculated the region that maximizes the importance value of a frame, it is
probably not the best selection for the target video. Independent selection is not suitable for
videos because small variations of the size or position of a region between adjacent frames
lead to a disturbing jitter effect.

Thus the size and position of the selected window are adjusted according to the neigh-
boring frames. A linear function is fitted to the height of the windows for all frames in a shot.
The width is then determined by the aspect ratio of the target video. The window position is
treated similarly: The horizontal and vertical position values are approximated by two lin-
ear functions. We note that a similar recapturing is often done manually when wide-screen
cinema films are edited for television.

4.4 Artificial Camera Operations

Cinematographic rules state that subsequent camera operations (e.g., a zoom-in followed by
a pan followed by a zoom-out) should be used with great care. We establish the rule that two
shots with camera operations should be separated by at least one shot with a static camera.
There are two options when selecting the visual region for the target video: To choose a
selected region that maximizes the importance value or to select the original frame. Both
regions must be scaled to fit to the target resolution of the video.

We have included a third option that adds a virtual camera motion. We apply the fol-
lowing procedure if two selected windows of high relevance are detected: If the size and
position of these regions do not change significantly within a shot, one window is selected
for the first frame and the second window is used for the last frame of the current shot.
Linear transitions considering the size and position of both selected windows are calculated
if the distance between them is under a certain threshold. Otherwise, an artificial hart cut is
inserted in the middle of the shot. This option will not be used if a camera operation was
detected or artificially inserted in the previous shot.

The artificial camera motion can highlight different saliency regions over time, but also
show more details within a large saliency region. Imagine a scene where the importance
value of a face is similar to the one of the entire person. The virtual camera motion could
create a shot that shows the entire person first followed by a zoom-in on the face.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9 Original image (a). The optimal seams in the first iterations are marked in (b). Image adapted to 35 %
of the original width based on seam carving (c) and scaling (d).

5 Improved Seam Carving for Video Retargeting

5.1 Seam Carving for Images

The seam carving technique was proposed by Avidan and Shamir [1] to enable a content-
aware adaptation of the resolution of images. Their idea was to identify and remove a path
(seam) of pixels with low relevance for the content of an image. Each removed seam causes
a reduction of the image size by one, where vertical seams are used to change the width of an
image and horizontal seams to change its height. Fig. 9 shows an example of vertical seams
that are detected in each iteration. The optimal seams usually avoid foreground objects.

A vertical seam s = {si}H
i=1 = {(x(i), i)}H

i=1 of an image with height H is defined as a
path of seam pixels si from top to bottom with the following constraints:

1. One and only one seam pixel is selected in each row.
2. The horizontal distance between two adjacent seam pixels |x(i)− x(i− 1)| does not

exceed a threshold T . If T = 1, seam pixels of vertical seams are vertically or diagonally
connected (8-connected).

These conditions define a vertical seam:

s = {si}H
i=1 = {(x(i), i)}H

i=1, s.t. ∀i = 2 . . .H : |x(i)− x(i−1)| ≤ T. (14)

A horizontal seam is an 8-connected path from left to right which enables the change of
the height of an image. It is defined in a similar way by switching rows and columns of an
image. An energy function defines which pixels should be selected for a seam. The optimal
seam s∗ is defined as seam with minimum cost based on an energy function E:

s∗ = argmin
s

E(s). (15)

Avidan and Shamir [1] have evaluated the performance of several energy functions
and recommended using the gradient magnitude. A significant visual improvement can be
achieved when forward energy is used as presented by Rubinstein et al. [66]. This new en-
ergy criterion looks ahead in time and considers the energy brought into the destination
image by removing seams.

The cost of a seam E(s) is defined as the sum of all absolute gradient values of path pix-
els. Dynamic programming is used to identify the optimal seam. Depending on the desired
size of the adapted image, one optimal seam s∗ is identified in each iteration. The path pixels
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of the optimal seam are removed, and all pixels are shifted horizontally or vertically to fill
the gap.

Compared to scaling, a major advantage of seam carving is the fact that changes of the
aspect ratio are handled very well. The method also focuses on preserving the important
content of the image. However, large objects like buildings lead to clearly visible artifacts.

5.2 Quality Improvements for Seam Carving

Errors caused by seam carving are especially disturbing when the original image includes
regular patterns or straight lines [34]. These lines may become curved or disconnected in
the target image. Fig. 10 shows an example of an image with straight lines which has been
adapted through seam carving. The distortions on the wall are clearly visible. These distor-
tions may occur if a seam crosses a non-vertical or non-horizontal line.

Fig. 10 Left: Original image. Right: Image adapted to 60% of the original width using seam carving (forward
energy used). Straight lines become curved and cause clearly noticeable errors.

When, for instance, a vertical seam is removed from an image, all the pixels on the right
side of the seam are moved one pixel to the left in order to close the gap. If this is repeated
and several seams are crossing a straight line in adjacent intersection points, a distortion
becomes visible when the pixels are moved up (see Fig. 11).

(b) (c)(a)

Fig. 11 a) A straight line. b) Three seams crossing the line. c) An obvious distortion occurs by removing
adjacent seams.

In the following subsections, we introduce an improved version of the seam carving
algorithm for images containing straight lines.
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5.2.1 Workflow of the Algorithm

In most images, an optimal seam crosses one or more objects (e.g., buildings, streets, tree
trunks, cars, street lights) and deforms straight lines. It is not our goal to shift an optimal
seam so that the seam does not cross an object at all. By updating the energy map, we
slightly adjust the paths of the optimal seams in the next iterations so that visible distortions
are reduced. Slight changes to seam pixels ensure that optimal seams do not cross a straight
line in adjacent pixel positions. If the intersection points are scattered all over the line, the
distortion is distributed and becomes less obtrusive.

Our algorithm improves upon the regular seam carving algorithm by employing line
detection. Each time a seam crosses a line, the energy in the local neighborhood of the
intersection point is increased in order to reduce the probability that other seams cross the
line in adjacent pixel positions. We apply the Canny edge detector [7] to identify significant
edges. Afterwards, the edge pixels are transformed into Hough space [15] to locate pixels
on straight lines. Edge pixels that are located on straight lines will be called line pixels in
the following.

The only required change to seam carving lies in the computation of the energy map.
For each selected optimal seam, the intersection points of optimal seams and line pixels
are detected, and the energy map is modified in the local neighborhood of all these points.
Fig. 12 gives an overview of the algorithm. The details of the line detection algorithm and
the improvements of seam carving are presented in the following sections.

Fig. 12 Overview of the workflow of the improved seam carving algorithm

5.2.2 Detection of Straight Lines

Edges in the image are detected by the Canny edge detector. Edge pixels are transformed
into Hough space next. Each point in Hough space corresponds to a straight line in the edge
image. Only the most significant straight lines corresponding to Hough pixels that exceed a
threshold are considered.
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For each line candidate, the edge pixels coinciding with the line are counted. An edge
pixel is considered as line pixel, if the distance between edge pixel and line is below a thresh-
old, and if the line segment has a minimum length. Small gaps between valid line segments
are filled up. Because the accuracy of the orientation of the detected lines is not sufficient,
we use a gradient descent algorithm to optimize the parameters of a line by maximizing the
total number of line pixels on each line.

5.2.3 Modification of the Energy Map

The seam carving algorithm starts by computing the gradient magnitude at each pixel to be
used as its energy value. We also use forward energy as proposed by Rubinstein [66]. An
additional energy map that adds an offset value to each gradient is initialized to zero. All
seams are calculated using the energy values and the optimal seam is selected.

Along the path of the optimal seam, the intersection points of the seam and the detected
lines are marked. The offset energy map is increased in the local neighborhood of these
points. When calculating the optimal seam in the next iterations, the values stored in the
offset energy map are added to the gradient magnitudes. This stimulates that seams avoid
intersection points in the following iterations. Fig. 13 shows the modification of the energy
map.

Fig. 13 Visualization of the basic idea of the modification of the energy map: The optimal seam (green) of
one iteration may cross a straight line (black). After the removal of the seam (the removed seam is marked in
red), the energy in the local neighborhood of the intersection point is increased. This decreases the probability
that an optimal seam crosses these areas in the next iterations.

The intersection point of the offset energy map is increased by a value of 200, and adja-
cent pixels in a region of 7×7 pixels are increased according to a 2D Gaussian distribution.
After the modification of the offset energy map, the pixels of the optimal seam are removed
from the image, line pixel map, and offset energy map. The algorithm stops after a sufficient
number of seams have been removed to reach the target image size.

5.3 Seam Carving for Videos

As Rubinstein et al. presented in [66], the quality of adapted videos is very low if seam carv-
ing is used on each frame separately. This leads to visible artifacts, and the video becomes
blurred and shaky. These artifacts are caused by small differences in consecutive frames, like
lighting changes, object or camera motion, noise and compression errors. The seam carving
algorithm is very sensitive to such changes. Even with a static camera, small differences in
pixel values lead to different optimal seams.

Rubinstein et al. [66, 73] proposed an extension of the seam carving technique for videos
which removes 2D seam manifolds from 3D space-time volumes. They use graph cuts in-
stead of dynamic programming (see Fig. 14). Whereas both are used to find the seams with
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time frame 1 edges: energy
between pixels

source
node node

sink

frame N

Fig. 14 Left: The frames of a shot define a 3D cube. Right: Each pixel of the cube is connected to other pixels
in spatial and temporal dimension. The large number of edges in this graph cause the high computational
effort of the graph cut algorithm.

low overall energy values, the latter one does not work for videos. A seam is given by a
minimal cut in the graph and has to be monotonic and connected in order to be valid.

The major disadvantage of this extension to videos is its high computational complexity.
The graph cut algorithm takes a lot of processing time and memory, making it unusable on
HD or even PAL videos if all pixels of the video are considered as nodes in the graph. Even
for short sequences, the total amount of data required for the graph cut approach cannot
be handled in memory [43]. Therefore, the graph is approximated temporally and spatially,
and refined in several iterations. In spite of this optimization, the time to adapt a video is
still significantly higher compared to scaling, cropping or our fast seam carving for videos
(FSCAV [43]) algorithm presented in the following section.

5.4 Fast Seam Carving for Videos (FSCAV)

Similar to the ROI-based video retargeting, the FSCAV algorithm operates on the level of
shots. Even if we adapt full-length videos, the algorithm considers all shots separately. We
put the focus on the following requirements:

1. An optimal seam should be robust, that is to say the removal of a seam should not lead
to a blurred or shaky video.

2. To limit the computational effort and memory consumption, 1D seams should be calcu-
lated in 2D images instead of computing 2D seam manifolds in 3D space-time volumes.

We first assume, that the video to adapt contains no object motion: Changes are only
caused by camera motion. The first requirement is valid if a pixel on the optimal seam
represents the same visual content in all frames (we call it a robust seam). If a robust seam is
deleted, the same object regions are removed in all frames, and the video does not become
shaky. FSCAV tries to identify robust seams by estimating and compensating the camera
motion between all frames.

Knowing the camera motion also makes it possible to adhere to the second requirement:
Instead of searching 2D seam manifolds in a 3D cube, we compensate for the camera motion
between consecutive frames. This enables the aggregation of pixel and energy values into
a single image. The seams of the aggregated image are robust seams, because they can
be mapped back into all frames of the video by applying the inverse camera motion. This
guarantees that optimal seams describe the same image content in all frames. We present
details of our FSCAV algorithm in the following and consider three major challenges:
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Fig. 15 Top: Three sample frames of a video sequence with horizontal pan. Bottom: Background images
constructed with 20 frames based on the median (left) and foreground objects (right).

1. How can the algorithm avoid that an optimal seam removes too many pixels from mov-
ing foreground objects?

2. What happens if a seam is not visible in all frames of a sequence (e.g., in case of a
camera pan)?

3. How many seams can be removed from a video without visibly impairing its quality?

5.4.1 Aggregation of frames

The camera motion parameters estimated during the video analysis step are used to build a
background image (see Section 3). By applying a median filter, moving foreground objects
are no longer visible in the background image. They are not considered at all. To reduce de-
formations in moving objects, we use segmented object masks derived in the video analysis
step: All object pixels are copied into the background image which is used for the identifi-
cation of optimal seams. An energy map based on the gradient magnitude of each pixel is
calculated for this background image. Fig. 15 shows an example of a background image and
an image with foreground objects.

5.4.2 Identification of robust seams

To identify robust seams, we apply the seam carving algorithm to the energy map of the
background image (including objects) and obtain a list of suitable seams. Iteratively, the
seams are mapped to the individual frames of a shot by applying the camera motion model
with inverse parameters. However, the direct utilization of the mapped seams is problematic
as will be explained soon.

The characteristics visibility and completeness of a seam are introduced to validate
whether a mapped seam is suitable or not. A seam is visible if it is included in all frames
of the shot. A seam is complete if a pixel is assigned in each row (vertical seam) or in each
column (horizontal seam). This corresponds to the first constraint of the definition of a seam.
We classify a seam as robust seam if it is both visible and complete in all frames.
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Fig. 16 Example of seams that are not visible. Left:
The seams are located in frame A or B, but not in
both frames. Right: The vertical seam does not pass
through frame A or B from top to bottom.

(x+1,y) (x+2,y)

−2

(x−2,y) (x−1,y) (x,y)

+1

+3

Fig. 17 Example of the search for unoccupied pix-
els in case of a horizontal seam: If the position of a
robust seam pixel is already occupied (yellow pix-
els) by another seam, a new and unused position for
this pixel is found.

– Visible seams: In case of camera motion like a pan or tilt, it may occur that the image
content covered by a seam is not visible in all frames. Fig. 16 (left) shows such an
example, where two seams are mapped to only frame A while another is only visible in
frame B. In Fig. 16 (right), it is not possible to map the seam of the background image
into frame A or B because it does not pass through the frame from top to bottom. Seams
that are not visible are ignored to avoid shaky videos.

– Occupied pixels: Another typical problem is caused by rounding errors or inexact pa-
rameters of the camera model. In this case, two different seam pixels of the background
image may be mapped to the same pixel in a frame. Replacing the previous pixel or
removing the new pixel would lead to gaps in seams and should be avoided. Fig. 17
illustrates our approach to detect the next unoccupied pixel position. Because a pixel
(x,y) is already occupied, the adjacent pixel (x + 1,y) and (x− 1,y) are checked next.
The search is implemented by using a counter which changes its sign and increases its
absolute value by 1 in each step.

– Incomplete seams (gaps in seams): In case of a camera zoom, it is possible that hori-
zontal or vertical gaps appear in seams due to the mapping from the static background
image. These gaps appear periodically and cause frayed edges in the adapted frames.
The gaps are filled by interpolating seam pixels.

– Fast camera motion: Some camera operations like long camera pans are a great chal-
lenge for this algorithm. Robust seams cannot exist if the first and the last frame of
the shot do not share any visual content. To avoid this problem, the sequence is split
in the middle if the total number of robust seams is insufficient to achieve the desired
resolution of the video. Both video segments are then processed separately. We split the
sequence so that the video segments overlap by 0.5 seconds. The overlap is necessary to
fade from the first to the second segment and to reduce the visible error at the transition
of the segments. Each segment is split recursively until a sufficient number of robust
seams are detected.

6 Selection of the Retargeting Algorithm

Comparing the two adaptation algorithms that were introduced, major differences become
obvious. The ROI-based technique always selects a window within each frame. Good visual
results can be achieved in target videos when saliency regions are close together. On the
other hand, the full frame is scaled or relevant parts are cropped, if saliency regions are
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Fig. 18 Selection of a suitable video retargeting algorithm.

located at image borders. In this case, seam carving usually improves the quality of the
target videos significantly.

Fig. 18 gives an overview of our approach to select a suitable adaptation algorithm. After
the video analysis step, seam carving is applied to a shot. A heuristic measures the visual
quality of the target video. In case of insufficient quality, ROI-based retargeting is applied
instead.

The main question we investigate is how much removal of the next seam reduces the
image quality. Although shaky videos were not observed, other obvious image errors may
occur by deformations of foreground objects. From empirical observations we derived three
heuristics to identify typical errors.

The first heuristic validates the parameters of the camera model to guarantee a correct
background image. Errors can occur in large foreground objects or when an insufficient
number of characteristic features is found in the image background. It is checked whether the
parameters are within a characteristic interval or whether a parameter changes considerably
between adjacent frames. The binary variable Ci,i+1 the correctness of the parameters of the
camera model (tx, ty,ai, j, px, py) between frames i and i+1:

Ci,i+1 =



1 if | txW |, |
ty
H | ≤ 0.05 ∧

rotation angle≤ 5 degrees ∧
scaling factor≤ 4 percent ∧
|px|, |py| ≤ 10−5

0 else.

(16)

The thresholds were estimated empirically; W and H are the width and height of a frame.
We switch to the ROI-based video retargeting technique if the parameters of at least one pair
of adjacent frames are invalid.
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The second heuristic checks the direction of camera and object motion. The visual qual-
ity of the target video highly depends on the direction of motion: If the camera or objects
move in parallel to the seams, the quality is usually very good. On the other hand, when ob-
jects move orthogonally to the direction of a seam, different parts of the object are removed
in each frame, and the visual quality drops significantly. This will be further discussed in
the evaluation section of this article. A similar phenomenon occurs with orthogonal camera
motion: The number of robust seams that are detected in all frames of a shot are very low.
The shot is split in the middle, and each segment is processed separately. Although a fade
reduces segment transition effects, a quality degradation is still visible. These observations
lead to the following rules:

1. Seam carving should not be applied if the average number of seams an object moves
through exceeds a threshold.

2. In case of orthogonal camera motion, a shot is (iteratively) split into shorter segments.
If the length of a segment drops below a threshold, the ROI-based retargeting technique
is used instead.

The third heuristic analyzes the quality of a frame after the removal of the next optimal
seam (this step is repeated until the target size is reached). We assume that that pixels from
relevant objects have been deleted and errors become obvious when seams with high cost
values are removed. No more seams are deleted if the cost E(s∗i ) of the optimal seam in
iteration i exceed a threshold. The threshold TS depends on the cost of the seams in the
original image:

TS = α ·E(s∗1)+(1−α) ·E(s MAX
1 ) (17)

E(s MAX
1 ) is the maximum cost of a seam in this iteration. The costs are weighted by a

parameter α . After the removal of the first i seams (E(s∗i ) ≤ TS < E(s∗i+1)), the image size
is validated. The shot is scaled if the required scaling and especially the anisotropic scaling
is within user defined parameters.

7 Evaluation

This section presents user evaluations and experimental results for the proposed retargeting
algorithms. We examine the detection of saliency regions and ROI-based retargeting first,
and then focus on the fast seam carving technique.

7.1 ROI-based Image Retargeting

Opposed to watching videos, users looking at a static image for some time makes it easier to
recognize errors in the spatial domain. In addition, we did not only apply the fully automatic
algorithms to detect ROIs, but also developed a software tool that enables users to modify,
delete, or add saliency regions in a convenient way. This makes it possible to evaluate the
ROI-based retargeting algorithm without considering erroneous saliency regions from the
analysis step. The saliency regions identified by this semi-automatic approach, are assumed
to always be correct.

We have carried out two user studies to evaluate the quality of the ROI-based adapta-
tion system. Questions regarding software ergonomics, quality of the adapted content, and
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perceived benefit of the adaptation were asked. The general feedback to the implemented
adaptation technique and the software tool is positive. Especially the combination of auto-
matic and semi-automatic algorithms and the ease of correcting the automatically generated
metadata is a great benefit of this system.

We simulated 20 different handheld mobile devices with resolutions ranging from 160×
160 to 640×480 pixels. In a first test, ten users evaluated the quality of the automatic adap-
tation algorithm without semi-automatic refinement. Each person examined images adapted
to randomly selected devices. The users had to grade the quality on a scale from 5.0 (excel-
lent) to 1.0 (insufficient). The average value for the automatic adaptation of images is 3.6.
Two users classified the results barely adequate. The reason for this low rating was the fact
that the quality of some adapted images was very poor especially if important objects were
missing or if parts of them had been cropped.

Each test user had to correct or add the automatically detected saliency regions in a
second evaluation. The adapted images were presented again, and the quality was considered
to be much higher this time (average value of 4.1). Some users mentioned the necessity
of a minimum border around each saliency region (especially for faces). This observation
was incorporated into ROI-based video retargeting. The image quality is acceptable for two
users; the other users grade it much better (between very good and excellent).

7.2 ROI-based Video Retargeting

The most critical aspect of the ROI-based video retargeting is the reliable detection of
saliency regions. Missing or incorrectly classified regions cause missing or truncated text,
objects, people, or faces in the target video.

The shot boundary detection is quite robust: For most video genres, both precision and
recall exceed 95 percent on average. This value slightly drops for advertisements, music
clips, and some scenes in action movies. The estimation of the camera motion is sufficiently
precise. Very large objects (e.g., a close-up view of a face) make it impossible to estimate
the camera parameters correctly. Using Equ. 16, all invalid camera parameters are detected
in the test sequences.

The detection of moving objects is much more fault-prone. The recognition rate in shots
with one car or one person is acceptable (about 40 %). It is much lower for planes or boats
due to the changing background (water) or the low number of edges in the background. The
probability of a correct object classification decreases significantly if:

– more than one object moves in the shot,
– the object is very large,
– the background is blurred or noisy,
– luminance changes within the shot, or
– the object is partially occluded.

Our face detection system locates more than 90 % of the frontal faces with a minimum
height of at least 25 pixels. The detection of contrast-based saliency regions works very well
in most cases. A disadvantage of this algorithm is the high sensitivity to threshold values.
Minor changes of the parameters cause significantly smaller or larger regions.
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7.3 Retargeting by Seam Carving

7.3.1 Quality Improvements

In the following, we briefly evaluate our enhanced seam carving algorithm and compare the
quality of the adapted images to the quality of regular seam carving with forward energy. In
the case of landscape images where no straight lines are detected, traditional seam carving
and our enhanced approach lead to identical results. However if the image contains diagonal
lines in particular, the quality achieved by our version is significantly better. This can be
seen in Fig. 19. The red ellipses mark distortions introduced by regular seam carving.

Fig. 19 Left: Original. Center: Seam carving with forward energy. The red ellipses mark warped lines. Right:
Our result. The images have been reduced to 60% of their original width.
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7.3.2 Fast Seam Carving for Videos (FSCAV)

To evaluate the quality of the FSCAV algorithm, we compare videos adapted by scaling,
cropping and FSCAV. 45 video sequences (single shots) from television, the Web or recorded
with a HD camcorder have been selected. The resolution of the sequences varies between
PAL (720×576 pixel, 25 fps) and HD resolution (1920×1080 pixel, 25 fps).

Due to the fact that FSCAV is particularly sensitive to object motion, the video sequences
have been grouped into 5 categories: static (no camera motion, average number of object
pixels is less than 1 percent of all pixels), camera motion only, low object motion (1-10
percent object pixels), high object motion (> 10 percent), and very large objects occupying
at least 50 percent of the height or width of an image. Camera motion occurs in all but the
static sequences. Table 1 gives an overview of the sequences in each category.

Table 1 Overview of test sequences

Type of Sequence Number of Length
Videos Sequences [frames]

Static 5 40 – 120
Camera motion only 12 60 – 250
Low object motion 15 50 – 500
High object motion 11 90 – 260
Very large objects 2 100 – 250

One video of each category was chosen for the evaluation. Ten students between 21 and
24 years evaluated the test series by watching the original video sequence first and then
the three adapted versions. The order of the adapted sequences was unknown to the users
and changed with each test series. The width of each video was reduced by 45 percent
(to 400× 568 pixels from PAL resolution). In this evaluation, we did not consider failings
caused by an incorrect detection of saliency regions. Therefore, we manually defined the
optimal border to be used for cropping. The subjects filled out a questionnaire and answered
the following questions:

– How well are details preserved?
– Which kind of disturbing effects did you recognize?
– Which visual errors did you recognize?
– What is your overall impression of the adapted video?

Answers were given on a scale from 5 (excellent) to 1 (insufficient), and additional
comments were collected. Another task was to sort the adapted sequences of each test series
by quality.

Cropping always leads to a loss of relevant content in the adapted video and achieved
the worst results in the evaluation (sufficient). Judging the quality of scaling and FSCAV is
difficult: Although the average quality of FSCAV is better than scaling – between good and
very good – the grades of the individual sequences differ by a lot. FSCAV is significantly
better when object and camera motion are relatively low (static, camera motion only, and
small object motion) and ranges between excellent and very good.

The visual quality of sequences with high camera or object motion depends on the di-
rection of the motion: The quality of FSCAV is very good when the camera or the objects
move in parallel to the seams and decreases with orthogonal motion. The best case occurs
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when the seams are uniformly distributed causing an effect similar to scaling (see Fig. 20
(d)). If many seams gather in a small area, a moving object is significantly warped in this
region. This reduces the perceived average quality to sufficient. The quality is insufficient
when large objects cover a major part of a frame. Test persons ranked these sequences even
lower than cropped videos.

All conclusions drawn from the user evaluation were considered for the selection of a
suitable retargeting algorithm. First, the average visual quality of FSCAV is better compared
to scaling or cropping, therefore FSCAV is used as default algorithm. Only when FSCAV
fails, the ROI based method is chosen.

Fig. 20 shows sample video frames from each category and their adapted versions. In a
static sequence (a), FSCAV preserves the windows and the tree much better compared to the
scaled frame. In (b) and (c), scaling causes higher distortions of the building and the yellow
boats. Many people cross the image in sequence (d). When we consider the background and
the people, the differences of scaling and seam carving are very low. Major differences only
appear in the yellow flowers. Despite the deformation of the person, the quality of the scaled
video is higher in sequence (e). The tram crosses the full image and is heavily deformed
over time by the removal of seams.

7.3.3 Seam Carving based on Graph Cut versus FSCAV

This part of the evaluation compares the two seam carving techniques (graph cut presented
in [66] and FSCAV). Their visual differences are rather low. In many situations, no differ-
ence can be seen if only one frame is observed. In videos without object motion (static or
camera motion) the quality of FSCAV adapted videos is slightly better. This is because the
seams calculated by graph cut change from frame to frame and introduce a small amount of
shakiness, which is most obvious in background objects.

The graph cut technique generates videos of higher quality if small objects move in
parallel to the seams (seams usually avoid the foreground objects). In case of fast moving
objects or very large objects, the visual quality achieved by both adaptation techniques is
much lower. Temporal connectedness of 2D seam manifolds leads to a moving of seam
pixels by at most one pixel per frame. Even slow moving objects that move orthogonally to
the seams will eventually cross them and cause artifacts comparable to FSCAV.

Another aspect is the computational effort and working memory required by both algo-
rithms. FSCAV is separated into a video analysis phase and an adaptation phase. As result
of the analysis phase, an image with global seams and parameters of the camera model is
stored. The global seams are mapped to each frame in the adaptation phase. The adaptation
is efficient and can be handled in near real-time on a standard personal computer if decoding
and re-encoding of the adapted video stream is not considered.

The memory requirements of FSCAV are directly linked to the maximum number of
frames which are loaded into memory at one time. Sequences in PAL resolution are pro-
cessed entirely in memory. HD resolution sequences are decoded on the fly to reduce the
total amount of memory to less than 200 MB. As a side effect, run-time increases due to
hard disk access. The memory requirements of the graph cut algorithm are very high mak-
ing this technique only applicable to low resolution videos. Each pixel of the video sequence
is represented as a node in a 3D spatio-temporal cube and several edges are connected to
each node.

We analyze the memory requirements and the computational effort of the different algo-
rithms for three test sequences (low resolution, PAL resolution, and HD resolution). In our
implementation, we used the max-flow algorithm presented by Boykov and Kolmogoro [6].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Original frame Crop Scale FSCAV

Fig. 20 Top to bottom: Sample sequences from the 5 categories: static (a), camera motion only (b), small
object motion (c), high object and camera motion (d), and large objects (e). The width of each video is
reduced by 45 percent.
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Table 2 lists the measurements of the run-time and the (theoretical) memory requirements
on a standard personal computer (Athlon 64 Dual Core, 2.4 GHz, 2 GB RAM). PAL and HD
sequences could not be adapted by the original graph cut algorithm on our system due to the
required amount of memory. The numbers in brackets show the theoretical requirements of
the max-flow algorithm for these sequences. Both memory requirement and computational
effort of the FSCAV algorithm are much lower.

A hierarchical approximation was proposed by Rubinstein et al. [66] to reduce the mem-
ory requirements when detecting seam manifolds. We implemented a hierarchical graph cut
algorithm which reduces the resolution of a video to the low resolution video defined above.
The spatial and temporal resolutions of HD videos are reduced by a factor of 16 and 4 re-
spectively. Seam manifolds in the smallest video cube are detected and mapped to the next
level. A 16 pixel wide video slice is selected in the next hierarchy level so that the cut is
located at its center. The width of the slice is set to 8 and 4 pixels in the last 2 iterations.
The major disadvantage of using a hierarchical approximation is the fact that a seam may be
trapped in a local minimum and detection of the optimal cut is no longer guaranteed.

Table 2 Run-time and the memory requirements

Low resolution PAL HD
120×68 720×576 1920×1080
50 frames 150 frames 200 frames

Crop <1 s 5 s 32 s

Scale <1 s 6 s 36 s

FSCAV
- Video Analysis 14 s 8 min 51 min
- Retargeting 1 s 11 s 83 s

Graph Cuts 17 min / 290 MB — / (44 GB) — / (292 GB)

Hierarchical Graph Cuts — 49 min / 530 MB 123 min / 820 MB

7.3.4 Limitations of FSCAV

The calculation of the camera parameters fails in sequences with fast camera motion, large
foreground objects, missing feature points in background objects, or dolly shots. For in-
stance, it was not possible to create a background image in several shots of a soccer game,
and the sequence could not be processed with the FSCAV algorithm. In all these cases the
ROI-based retargeting is automatically used.

The quality of the target videos processed with the ROI-based algorithm is much better
when objects move orthogonally to the direction of the seams. Just like seam carving for
images, FSCAV has problems with objects covering a large part of the screen, and some
content may make perceptible errors very likely. The detection and preservation of straight
lines improves the visual quality significantly.

Despite these shortcomings, the visual quality achieved by seam carving is higher in
most cases. If the most critical shots are processed with an alternative technique, the overall
visual quality of the target videos improves further.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

We presented our video retargeting system to adapt videos to the limited screen resolution
of handheld mobile devices. Each shot is processed separately. According to camera and
object motion, the most suitable algorithm – FSCAV or ROI-based retargeting – is used.
New heuristics for seam carving were presented that identify obvious visual errors caused
by the removal of seams. The major advantage of our fast seam carving algorithm compared
to previous approaches is its increased efficiency. In addition, we presented our seam carving
version with enhanced preservation of regular objects and straight lines. If a seam crosses
a line, adjacent energy values are increased in order to prevent the following seams from
crossing the line in the same place again. User evaluations indicated a high quality of the
target videos.

In future work we plan to include additional video retargeting techniques like image
warping. A reliable heuristic to describe whether a retargeting technique is suitable or not
for a given video sequence is a tool we would also like to develop.
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